HCSO has renewed its STADAT table system
Our summary table collection
(STADAT) has been renewed
on 6 April 2021.
Main changes are summarized
for easier navigation
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Why is renewal needed?
In recent years, user surveys have revealed
what problems our users face when using
our spreadsheet products and what they want
in terms of usability and content. Therefore,
we have thoroughly reviewed our STADAT
table collection in terms of content,
structure and functionality.
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What has changed?
4-level table of contents
Level 1 - indicates a topic
Level 2 - indicates period: annual / mid-year,
Level 3 - indicates territorial level: national /
international / regional,
Level 4 - table number.
After selecting each topic, you can search
the tables and choose from the following
filtering options:
• periods (annual and mid-year),
• territorial levels (national, regional,
international),
• and status (active, archive) filtering.
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What has changed?
• Mobile friendly display,
• larger font size,
• barrier-free design (support for reading
software and other accessibility features),
• full screen interface,
• footnotes and legends displayed below each
table,
• one table - one HTML page, horizontal
scrolling option for larger tables with fixed
table header and page.
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What has changed?
• Instead of previous icons click on the
Menu next to the tables to access all
relevant information (methodology) and
links to related publications (STADAT
tables, Dissemination database,
publications, data visualizations),
• files downloadable in open source (XLSX
instead of XLS) format
• tables downloadable in CSV format
• the legend (e.g. what does the colouring of
the numbers mean),
• files downloadable with unmerged headers
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What has changed?
• A website thematically grouped by
topics; new topics (time balance, sports),
• more complex STADAT content
containing main summary statistics
• summary tables including key indicators
by topic
• harmonized content for mid-year, annual
and regional tables,
• clarity and uniformity during editing.
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Will the previous STADAT remain available?
• No longer will the old STADAT
interface be updated as of April 6, 2021.
• Some non-updatable tables appear among
the archived tables (filter option).
• The new system uses translation keys to
help you navigate between the old and the
new system. The translation keys can be
found next to the tables.
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Your feedback is welcome!
We hope you enjoy the new STADAT.

After viewing the selected tables, please click
on the "Was this content helpful?" button at
the bottom of the page, and evaluate the
usefulness and interpretability of the data, and
make suggestions for improving the system!
We wish you a good browsing!
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